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Preface

gilbert m. joseph

For the generation of Latin Americans who witnessed their friends
and neighbors arrested without a warrant, tried in military tri-
bunals without benefit of counsel, subjected to torture, and even

‘‘disappeared’’ without a trace, to talk about the contested terrains of law,
crime, and punishment in Latin America may seem a bit far-fetched.∞ Yet, if
we want to dismiss such an experience as the product of an exceptional
historical moment—the ‘‘dirty wars’’ of the late 1960s through the late
1980s—and focus on more ‘‘normal times,’’ we still cannot be greatly en-
couraged by what we see: lawsuits that drag on for years and are so costly
that justice becomes the privilege of the rich; polities that daily undermine
the laws that supposedly protect the rights of citizens; violent acts com-
mitted by the police against common people; and discrimination by the
courts against women, homosexuals, prostitutes, people of color, indige-
nous populations, and the poor and uneducated. Indeed, Latin Americans
joke sardonically that the only ones really able to take advantage of neo-
liberalism’s ostensibly reformed legal apparatuses are the drug lords. All of
which tempts us to concur with those who have come to regard institutions
of law and punishment not as contested ground where di√erent groups
seek to assert themselves, but as tools of domination, time-worn expres-
sions of class rule.
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Yet, as this rich collection demonstrates, such a dark, instrumentalist
view of law and society in Latin America (or any other region, for that
matter), though it contains more than a kernel of truth, tells but a portion
of the story. It ignores the reality that no system of rule can be excessively
egregious or arbitrary for very long; in order to maintain power in liberal
democratic societies, ruling groups have to fashion ideologies of legitima-
tion that have a modicum of credibility. In the process, they are constantly
obliged to negotiate with diverse social groups and in some measure to
accommodate their interests, practices, and meanings—their legal cultures,
if you will. Of course, the specific dimensions of this process inevitably
depend on, first, the nature of the ruling group (including its degree of
internal cohesion, the number of contenders that share power, and the
constituencies they serve), and second, on the degree of organization, con-
sciousness, and combativeness of a society’s subordinate groups. As the
historical essays in this volume reveal, it was owing to these interclass and
intraclass struggles, themselves intersected by the dynamics of race, eth-
nicity, gender, and generation, that the law sometimes became a powerful
vehicle of emancipation as well as of domination.

The aim of this collection is to evoke the multivalent nature of Latin
America’s experience with the law in all its complexity and historical nu-
ance. Social theorists like Jürgen Habermas and Michel Foucault have
provocatively accounted for the role that law plays in the Enlightenment
project of the West, and a new generation of Latin American legal historians
has begun to apply their ideas to the region.≤ Thus, Latin America’s elite-
run states, in their e√orts to stake their claim as progressive modernizing
societies, expanded the ideological and public sphere, unleashing and em-
powering social forces they were soon forced to monitor and control if they
were to remain in power. That elites developed new fields of medical, an-
thropological, and legal knowledge to define these unruly popular forces as
criminal and deviant is not surprising; nor is it that members of these same
‘‘dangerous classes’’ would attempt, in their own ways, to use the legal
system to advance claims to the rights of citizenship and the promises of
modernity around which they had been mobilized. What is exciting about
the contributions in this volume is their capacity to flesh out this scenario in
fine-grained detail across a broad range of venues since late colonial times.
These legal contact zones range well beyond the police station, courtroom
and prison to include government regulatory bodies; hospitals and insane
asylums; municipal councils and church-run orphanages; slave, working-
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class, and bourgeois households; and the shifting domains (and multiple
identities) of peasant rebels, urban thieves, and small town caciques and
pettifoggers, among others.≥ These were sites of political and cultural en-
counter, where the rules of the game were taught to subordinate groups and
social, ethno-racial, and gender hierarchies were underscored, but where
subaltern actors might also point up the contradictions of ruling projects,
redress grievances, and even challenge aspects of state, class, or patriarchal
domination. In almost every case the volume’s authors eschew facile, di-
chotomous notions either of the process of modernization or subaltern
resistance to it. In the process they provide a more textured, multistranded
account of the uneven advance of liberalism and the medical-legal state in
Latin America after independence.

As Ricardo Salvatore and Carlos Aguirre make clear in their introduc-
tory essay, studies of the law are nothing new in Latin American histo-
riography. Indeed, a venerable institutional and intellectual history (historia
del derecho)—particularly the study of colonial-era legislation and legal
codes (derecho indiano)—dates back to the mid-nineteenth century. The
‘‘new legal history’’ on display here, however, is much more than old wine
in new bottles. These excursions into the legal realm not only deepen our
understanding of the institutional and ideological dimensions of crime and
punishment, but also contribute to newer histories of gender and sexuality,
science and disease, ethnicity and race, the labor process, subaltern politics,
and agrarian protest. Particularly welcome is the integrative nature of the
enterprise: at an unsettled intellectual moment when the dismantling of
overarching paradigms and master narratives has put hyperpositivist social
scientists at loggerheads with poststructuralist cultural historians in a man-
ner that risks polarizing entire fields (witness the recent acrimony among
Latin American labor historians), this ensemble of essays suggests that
studies of the law may be one arena where practitioners of both academic
cultures might coexist nicely.∂ The collection represents a healthy blend
of traditional, materially grounded social history (see, for example, the es-
says by Juan Manuel Palacio and Luis González) and more recent cultural
and discursive approaches (see the essays on the cultural construction of
crime); indeed, several of the essays deftly integrate both methodological
approaches (see the essays in part III, most notably Ricardo Salvatore’s,
Diana Paton’s, and Donna Guy’s, and the integration of ‘‘legal cultures,’’
‘‘markets,’’ and ‘‘personality’’ in Douglas Hay’s afterword). Studying the
operation of the law allows us to approach larger relationships, processes,
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and meanings in history as a whole, as ‘‘bundles of relationships,’’ to use
Eric Wolf ’s phrase. In other words, the law is one of those domains that
joins the state and society, one that invites the study of connections between
broad, structural changes and alterations in the character of political, social,
and cultural life.∑ Speaking metaphorically, the law might be seen as a
kind of pivot on which broader historical processes and relations between
groups turn.∏

Given the new legal history’s integrative potential, it is not surprising
that the field has contributed importantly to the wholesome trend of ‘‘hemi-
spheric convergence’’ in the writing of Latin American history that some
scholars have begun to celebrate of late.π The contributors to this volume
represent an even split between Latin American and North American schol-
ars—a healthy balance that is also reflected in the growing community of
scholars who have institutionalized themselves in a section of the Latin
American Studies Association (lasa) devoted to the ‘‘Law and Society.’’
This rich inter-American dialogue around legal matters has been enhanced
by the staging of a series of interdisciplinary conferences and research semi-
nars (e.g., in Buenos Aires, New Haven, San Juan, and London) as well as
regular sessions at lasa meetings, and the publication of a spate of an-
thologies and special journal issues. The common denominator in these dis-
parate activities, which are promoting a true ‘‘Americanization’’ of knowl-
edge, is the dynamic leadership role played by my fellow editors, Carlos
Aguirre and Ricardo Salvatore.∫

The new legal history is also integrative in its capacity to examine the
‘‘longer waves’’ that run throughout the Latin American past. Several of the
essays oblige us to reflect on broader political, social, and ideological trends
that minimize the significance of the watershed separating the region’s
‘‘colonial’’ and ‘‘national’’ periods. Let us briefly consider the interrelated
themes of liberalism and conservatism, the rise of the positivist state, and
the process of modernization in Latin America.

What did liberalism mean on the ground? One of this book’s subtexts is
the constraining legacy of Spanish imperial legal codes that remained on the
books in the generations following independence—sometimes until the
end of the nineteenth century. Thus, although progressive intellectuals and
representatives of the state often spoke a language of citizenship and indi-
vidual rights, and eclectically incorporated liberal principles into the archi-
tecture of the new penal systems, early national legal establishments consis-
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tently undermined the implementation of liberal discourse. Creole state-
builders in Argentina, Venezuela, and Peru were reluctant to get rid of
colonial legislation right away; to do so would deprive them of malleable
judicial instruments they might use selectively. Why did repression often
increase precisely as avowedly liberal regimes swept into power? The con-
tributions by Salvatore and Arlene Díaz suggest that with crime on the rise
and the social and patriarchal order jeopardized by the elimination of a
society of castes and estates, the liberals themselves succumbed to fears of an
impending struggle pitting their modernizing urban civilization against a
residual rural barbarism. Ultimately, the rights of man, the equality of all
before the law, and representative forms of government were superseded by
moral and social imperatives that perpetuated laws and procedures be-
queathed by an absolutist corporatist state. In terms of the law, there was
remarkable continuity across the divide of independence.Ω

What role, then, did liberal precepts really play in nineteenth-century
Latin America? To answer this question, we have to range beyond the essays
in this volume. To begin with, it is wrongheaded to interpret liberal princi-
ples merely as fashionable importations, an expression of Latin America’s
reflexive cultural dependence on Europe and North America. Diverse social
groups stamped their own meanings on liberalism and these constructions
could change over time. Liberalism was a hydralike creature with many
manifestations: to assess the impact of liberal ideology we have to ask what
interests liberal principles served and what limits interest groups imposed
on the abstract principles that initially appeared so boundless and universal.
As Hay points out, for many of the region’s nineteenth-century elites liber-
alism was a classic economic doctrine that mandated and naturalized the
ruthless expansion of markets and the breakup and commodification of
communally held lands. By contrast, liberalism took on very di√erent color-
ations among Latin American artisans and peasants and the ‘‘organic intel-
lectuals’’ that made common cause with them. Radical liberals in the cities
often espoused an intense anticlericalism that in some contexts metamor-
phosed into anticapitalism (witness Mexico’s anarcho-syndicalist Mago-
nistas). ‘‘Popular’’ liberalism in the countryside frequently did not reject
religion. It did invoke patriotic heroes and traditions; for example, in Mex-
ico it featured Padre Hidalgo and Independence, Benito Juárez and the war
against the French. And far from validating the inexorable march of prog-
ress and civilization that elites invoked, popular liberals, in one form or
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another, appealed to a bloody, often bleak, but utterly ‘‘moral’’ struggle
over generations to preserve—on the field of battle, if not under cover of
law—their freedom and dignity against encroaching forces of oppression.∞≠

Emilia da Viotti Costa has reminded us on more than one occasion that
for all its fragility, contradictions, and polymorphism on the ground, almost
everyone acknowledges the influence of liberalism while seeming to forget
the role of conservative thought in the process of state formation and mod-
ernization in Latin America. To this extent, it would seem that liberalism
has indeed become a hegemonic ideology. Nevertheless, the postindepen-
dence survival of colonial codes and laws throughout the region, which can
only be explained by the concomitant persistence of colonial-era social and
economic structures, the slow pace by which Spain’s former colonies be-
came real nations, and the di√erent rhythms whereby diverse regions and
social sectors were incorporated into the capitalist world system, argues for
a reassessment of the influence of conservative ideas in the making of ‘‘mod-
ern’’ Latin America. Indeed, as liberalism carried the day politically in one
Latin American country after another, erstwhile conservatives frequently
shed their party a≈liations, but conservative modes of thought endured.
No doubt they were given a boost by the Restoration in France that fol-
lowed that nation’s great Revolution—a period that coincided with the
emergence of the modern state in many Latin American countries.∞∞

There is good reason to characterize the centralizing, positivist dictator-
ships, which ruled Latin America at the turn of the next century, exemplars
of a hybrid ‘‘conservative liberalism.’’ Nonetheless, the eclectic nature of
such regimes has prompted some recent scholars of the Latin American
state to eschew the traditional liberal-conservative dichotomy as a touch-
stone for interpreting Latin America’s ‘‘long nineteenth century.’’∞≤ Cer-
tainly the essays in this volume bolster such a position: their analyses of the
emergence of a ‘‘medical-legal state’’ in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru
make clear that Latin American state-builders and criminologists were ac-
tively engaged in reading and implementing ideas from Europe and North
America, and sought to impose them in rather di√erent ways on diverse
political, social, and ethno-racial populations. The positivist criminology
that fueled this medical-legal state was propounded initially by the Italian
Cesare Lombroso and disseminated by his many disciples. In essence, it
posited that biology played a determinant role in criminality and that ‘‘born
criminals’’ could be identified by atavistic deficiencies of mind and body.
Such born criminals were to be dealt with severely; indeed, many positivist
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criminologists advocated life imprisonment for them, no matter how petty
their crimes, even as they supported alternatives to prison (e.g., parole,
suspended sentences) for ‘‘occasional criminals’’ led astray by a bad social
environment.

Why was Lombroso so attractive to Latin American (and Italian) state-
builders even as his ideas were received with less enthusiasm in northern
Europe and North America? The essays by Dain Borges and Pablo Piccato
suggest that, as in Italy, Latin America’s weak states found in Lombroso’s
concoction of anthropology, biology, medicine, and law a compelling ra-
tionale for monitoring, categorizing, disciplining, and centralizing control
over their still-fragmented and regionalized populations. It is instructive to
note, for example, that in the popular parlance of Mexico’s late Porfiriato
(around the turn of the century), to archivar an individual meant to jail him
or her. Moreover, like their Italian counterparts, Latin America’s ruling
elites sought to forjar patrias, to fashion secular national identities. As com-
parative legal scholar Mary Gibson has observed, in both Italy and Latin
America, ‘‘positivist criminology o√ered a modern, ‘scientific’ school of
thought to oppose to Catholic culture in the mission of homogenizing the
nation and separating ‘normal’ [citizens] from those that posed a threat to
the new state. Criminal anthropology also had the advantage of encoding a
racial hierarchy, so that certain groups could claim superiority to others.’’∞≥

The specific cast of the new positivist criminology varied across time and
place. Lombrosian doctrines were never appropriated lock, stock, and bar-
rel, and the essays in parts II and III provide clues why certain aspects of the
medical-legal project were embraced by state-builders while others were
rejected. Still, basic questions must be answered: To what extent did bio-
logical notions of criminality succeed in displacing environmental and cul-
tural explanations, and how did this a√ect the actual formulation of policy?
Did states adopt those Lombrosian measures they could easily a√ord or
that increased the power of central administrators? To what extent did the
state’s immediate need to undermine or cultivate the support of the church
become a factor in the shaping of initiatives? And if, as these essays suggest,
Latin American positivists had gained enough power to redefine strategic
political problems as solvable only through their peculiar mix of legal and
medical policies, how much do we really know about these professions
themselves? The essays suggest that they were far from monolithic; com-
parative research by Gibson and other Europeanists reveals that neither
professional group converted entirely to the new doctrines. Even in Lom-
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broso’s back yard, dissension was rife among lawyers, many of whom re-
mained faithful to the classic Enlightenment school of liberal criminology,
which traced the etiology of crime to the free will of individuals. Less
researched are the debates within the medical profession, though many
contemporary doctors continued to argue, for example, that medical policy
toward prostitutes should be based on consent rather than coercion; that,
far from being atavistic throwbacks, prostitutes were society’s unfortunates,
who could learn to protect themselves from sexually transmitted diseases.
Will we find similar trends among Latin American lawyers and doctors?

The essays in this volume leave little doubt, however, that Latin Amer-
ica’s turn-of-the-century criminologists viewed themselves as secular mis-
sionaries, imbued with a burning morality and called on to solve society’s
ills through the application of modern ‘‘scientific’’ truths. In this regard, the
contributors illuminate the cultural dimension of the political transition
from the liberal states of the early nineteenth century to the positivist dic-
tatorships and the populist regimes of the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries. The essays are particularly rich in their engagement of the
role that doctors and social scientists played in the construction of political
authority itself and in the articulation of ideologies of national identity. In
the papers by Cristina Rivera-Garza and Kristin Ruggiero, for example, we
gain special insight into the role that medical providers and criminologists
played in the process of state and nation formation and how the individual’s
body and health became part and parcel of that process in Mexico and
Argentina. Both authors graphically portray the manner in which politics
entered the hospital or clinic and, in e√ect, converted these medicalized
spaces into courtrooms. Together with the essays on the prison experience
by Aguirre, Guy, and Lila Caimari, they document the ways in which male
and female bodies were di√erentially construed by the legal process as
youthful bodies, socially productive and reproductive bodies, passionate
bodies, diseased bodies, and deviant bodies; and how prisoners and hospi-
tal inmates themselves understood their situations and adapted legal and
scientific language to contest these identities and create alternative legal and
social lives. Rivera-Garza and Ruggiero also show how the language of
medicine became useful for describing broader political concerns, such as
fears about low fertility rates, the future of young people, and the ‘‘degener-
ation’’ of the nation itself.∞∂

Finally, the essays a√ord us an opportunity to reflect on the broader,
uneven process whereby Latin America became ‘‘modern.’’ Recent scholar-
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ship on the region has called into question linear notions of modernization
as an inexorable and overwhelming historical current; in the process, such
work has revealed how people from all walks of life have always shaped its
content, pace, and direction.∞∑ In their explorations of the legal realm, the
present contributors advance our understanding of the often paradoxical
and contingent nature of modernization from the perspectives of state,
elite, and subaltern actors. The endurance of colonial codes well into the
age of positivism has already been discussed. Ruggiero’s paper provoca-
tively uses state and elite attitudes toward ‘‘passion’’ as a barometer of the
‘‘pursuit of progress’’ in turn-of-the-century Argentina. Thus, although pas-
sion was held to foster irrationality and an excessive amount of it threatened
the social fabric and needed to be controlled, it was also considered by some
elite jurists as an antidote to the kind of unchecked materialism, utilitarian-
ism, and individualism that ‘‘were enervating the national spirit’’ and ‘‘de-
stroying national ideals.’’ In similar fashion, Paton’s essay on punishment
in postemancipation Jamaica demonstrates the pitfalls of maintaining di-
chotomous distinctions between corporal and carceral regimes and assum-
ing that adoption of the latter marks the transition from ‘‘premodern’’ to
‘‘modern’’ forms of punishment. In fact Paton shows that, owing to the
problematic nature of the transition from slave to free labor in Jamaica, par-
ticularly the incidence of black flight, elites reintroduced flogging following
emancipation and operated both types of punishment side by side, hoping
that one would reinforce the other. Her essay—read in conjunction with
those of Charles Walker, Díaz, and Aguirre—also demonstrates that al-
though subordinate groups may have attempted to negotiate their own en-
counter with transforming, ‘‘modernizing’’ processes, and often grounded
their challenges to them in earlier or alternative state discourses, their popu-
lar and legal cultures were never immune to the ideological inspirations and
economic opportunities inherent in these processes.

Salvatore and Aguirre devote a portion of their keynote essay to plotting
out meticulously an agenda that prioritizes ‘‘big problems’’ for future re-
search: to wit, the need for more attention to popular conceptions of jus-
tice; the mediating role of legal ‘‘hingemen’’ and ‘‘lubricators’’ in bringing
law within reach of the poor; the residual impact of corporate privileges
(fueros) on the justice system after independence; the changing relationship
of women to the law; the impact of penal institutions on their populations;
the study of forms of representation of criminals and suspects; and so on.
But this is only part of the challenge, which is as daunting as it is exciting.
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For whereas the legal landscape has been carefully mapped for Europe and
the United States, where the historiography is well advanced, such is hardly
the case for Latin America. Indeed, for many countries the fundamental
contours of the legal system remain to be charted. For example, some
nations have had much more experience with jury trials than others; what
di√erence has this made? Basic surveys of police establishments and court
systems, of legal codes and the consolidation of family law, of the back-
ground and training of lawyers—to name but a few critical topics—remain
to be undertaken before we can assess the similarities and di√erences of
these institutions across time and place. In addition to producing such
institutional primers, there is also a need, where critical masses of statistical
data exist, to quantify general trends in arrests, prosecutions, and punish-
ment. Needless to say, such data need to be handled and interpreted with
enormous sensitivity—as the essays in this volume dissecting class, cultural,
and gendered forms of bias attest.∞∏ But it would be useful to know how
patterns of murder, theft, destruction of property, and a variety of other
crimes correlate with qualitative studies of social and cultural life. What
anomalies catch our attention?

If it is to continue to flourish, the new legal history of Latin America must
validate a diversity of methodological and interpretive approaches and es-
chew parochialism. Just as numbers matter, so, too do textual strategies for
studying forms of representation. Until quite recently, Latin America was
largely absent from the debates that have shaped the field of postcolonial
studies—a field that has made tremendous advances in the deconstruction
of images and discourses of criminality.∞π Latin American legal historians
must therefore read comparatively, not only across the boundaries of Latin
American nations with quite diverse histories but also in the more devel-
oped legal historiographies of Europe and the United States. The benefits of
such a comparative perspective are on display in this volume in the essays of
Paton and Hay, which pose questions drawn from other colonial and post-
colonial contexts that Latin Americanists would do well to consider.

Notes

1 These observations, intended to puncture the ‘‘romance with resistance’’ afoot in
the profession of late, were made by Emilia Viotti da Costa (herself a victim of
military repression in early-1970s Brazil) at the conference ‘‘Contested Terrains of
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Law, Justice, and Repression in Latin American History’’ held at Yale University in
April 1997. I am indebted to Emilia for insights that sharpened a number of the
ideas presented here and elsewhere in the volume.

2 For a perceptive discussion of Habermas and Foucault and the dialectical tension
their ideas pose for students of Latin American legal history, see Robert Bu≈ng-
ton, ‘‘Introduction: Conceptualizing Criminality in Latin America,’’ in Carlos
Aguirre and Robert Bu≈ngton, eds., Reconstructing Criminality in Latin America
(Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 2000), pp. xi–xix.

3 I am adapting the notion of ‘‘contact zones’’ from Mary Luise Pratt, Imperial Eyes:
Travel Writing and Transculturation (New York: Routledge, 1992). For the con-
cept’s recent application in a more expanded Latin American context, see Gil-
bert M. Joseph, ‘‘Close Encounters: Toward a New Cultural History of U.S.-Latin
American Relations,’’ in Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine C. LeGrand, and Ricardo D.
Salvatore, eds., Close Encounters of Empire: Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-
Latin American Relations (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1998),
pp. 3–46.

4 For a window onto the unsettled state of things and the acrimony that has been
generated, see the debate in the special issue of the Hispanic American Historical
Review, ‘‘Mexico’s New Cultural History: Una Lucha Libre? ’’ 79, no. 2 (May 1999).
See also John Womack Jr., ‘‘Labor History and Work’’ (paper presented at the
symposium ‘‘Industrial Relations in Latin America: A New Framework?’’ at Har-
vard University, November 5, 1999).

5 Eric R. Wolf, Europe and the People without History (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 1982), pp. 9, 17, 355; cf. Charles Tilly, As Sociology Meets History (New
York: Academic Press, 1981), esp. 44; and William Taylor, ‘‘Between Global Pro-
cess and Local Knowledge: An Inquiry into Early Latin American Social History,
1500–1900,’’ in Olivier Zunz, ed., Reliving the Past: The Worlds of Social History
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985), pp. 115–190.

6 Eric Van Young used roughly the same metaphor in connection with the colonial
Mexican great estate. Van Young, ‘‘Mexican Rural History since Chevalier: The
Historiography of the Colonial Hacienda,’’ Latin American Research Review 18, no.
3 (1983): 5–61, esp. 25.

7 See, for example, Thomas E. Skidmore, ‘‘Studying the History of Latin Amer-
ica: A Case of Hemispheric Convergence,’’ Latin American Research Review 33,
no 1 (1998): 105–127; and Gilbert M. Joseph, ‘‘Reclaiming ‘the Political’ at the
Turn of the Millennium,’’ in Gilbert M. Joseph, ed., Reclaiming the Political in
Latin American History: Essays from the North (Durham: Duke University Press,
2001).

8 The lasa section was founded by Aguirre, Joseph, and Salvatore in 1997; Aguirre
and Salvatore served as co-chairs from 1998 to 2000. For recent publications that
embody this ‘‘discursive community’’ of new legal historians, see Aguirre and Buf-
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fington, eds., Reconstructing Criminality; Eduardo Zimmerman, ed., Judicial In-
stitutions in Nineteenth-Century Latin America (London: Institute of Latin Ameri-
can Studies, 1999); and the special issue on ‘‘Criminal Justice History in Latin
America,’’ edited by Salvatore, in Crime, History and Societies 2, no. 2 (1998).

9 In addition to the essays by Díaz and Salvatore in this volume, two other papers
presented at the Yale conference illuminate the gap between the rhetoric and per-
formance of liberalism after independence: Sarah Chambers, ‘‘Old Laws, New
Interpretations: Continuity and Change in the Criminal Justice System in Early
Republican Arequipa, Peru,’’ and Osvaldo Barreneche, ‘‘Laws vs. Procedures: Judi-
ciary and Criminal Justice in Early Nineteenth-Century Buenos Aires, Argentina.’’

10 The recent literature on the many faces of elite and popular liberalism during the
nineteenth century is quite rich—too voluminous to cite here. In addition to the
suggestive contributions in this volume, Charles Hale, Alan Knight, Florencia
Mallon, Guy Thomson, and Peter Guardino have made important contributions
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Introduction

Writing the History of Law, Crime,

and Punishment in Latin America

carlos aguirre and

ricardo d. salvatore

Law is not a bounded set of norms, rules, principles, values, or whatever from which

jural responses to distilled events can be drawn, but a distinctive manner of imagin-

ing the real.—Cli√ord Geertz

In recent years, the study of law, justice, and related phenomena
(crime, prisons, criminology, courts, litigation, and so forth) has re-
ceived increasing attention by scholars from a variety of disciplines

within Latin American studies.∞ Although these e√orts come from dispa-
rate methodological, theoretical, and disciplinary traditions, they all share
the conviction that law and legal phenomena are crucial elements in the
formation and functioning of modern societies and thus deserve more at-
tention than they have hitherto received. Previous approaches had essen-
tialized the law as either a purely normative framework that guaranteed
social equilibrium through the application of ‘‘justice’’ or as a set of state-
produced norms that reflected and reproduced elite power. These views
have been challenged by more nuanced and sophisticated approaches that
treat law as an ambiguous, malleable, and slippery arena of struggle the
limits and parameters of which are themselves the result of contention and
negotiation. According to these new perspectives, law produces and refor-
mulates culture (systems of identity, practices, and meaning), and it shapes
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and is shaped by larger processes of political, social, economic, and cultural
change. Disassociating law from a strict and reductionist juridical/legalist
approach is probably the single most important contribution of this body
of scholarship. And although historians have contributed a good deal to
e√ect this transformation, it has been very much the result of a multi-
disciplinary e√ort in which other disciplines such as legal studies, political
philosophy, anthropology, sociology, and cultural studies have made fertile
contributions.

Within the field of Latin American history, this transformation has been
some time coming. Long the domain of lawyers and amateur historians,
and usually confined to the institutional/juridical study of codes, pro-
cedures, and institutions, historia del derecho (legal history) gradually lost its
appeal among new generations of historians, much more interested in so-
cial, political, and economic history and, more recently, in the history of
culture, representation, and identity formation. The study of law and legal
phenomena—very narrowly defined—was left, with few exceptions, to the
patriarchs of traditional history, when it was not abandoned altogether.

This trend has been reversed in recent years. In the last decade, the study
of law and legal phenomena has come to the forefront in historical studies
of Latin American societies, opening up a fascinating area of analysis. This
novel territory, resulting from the convergence of multiple subdisciplinary
endeavors and perspectives, promises to shed light on an important num-
ber of issues: the dynamics of social and cultural change, the nature of the
state and its relationship with civil society, the formation of legal cultures,
the operation of formal and informal systems of justice, the interaction
between Western and indigenous legal systems, the mechanisms that give
form and meaning to socially accepted forms of punishment, the role of
courts and litigation in the dissemination of notions of rights and citizen-
ship, the dynamics of gender, racial, and generational conflict, and so forth.

In dialogue with contemporary trends in international historiography,
as well as with e√orts in other disciplines, this renewed interest in law
and legal issues has begun to yield a number of important monographs and
theses. Scholarly conferences and panels on questions of law, crime, and
punishment have consolidated this ongoing interest, producing a critical
mass of valuable scholarly work. This volume provides an opportunity to
showcase a sample of some of the best scholarship on the history of law and
related issues. We expect that this collection will help to define better the
contours and concerns of this burgeoning area of studies and to raise a set of
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questions about the role of law, crime, and punishment in the history of
Latin America. We think these concerns and questions could soon play an
important role in forging a research agenda for our discipline. The individ-
ual contributions to this volume speak for themselves; their foundation on
patiently taken archival evidence, their well-specified hypotheses and per-
suasive argumentation, and their attention to both context and text will be
evident to the reader. What this introduction seeks to accomplish, there-
fore, is to locate these essays—and the research agendas from which they
stem—within the frame of recent trends in the historiography of Latin
America. In addition, our introduction attempts to o√er a programmatic
agenda for future work in the areas of law, crime, and punishment. But only
by remembering where we have come from, can we understand where we
are going. Thus, we ask the reader to tolerate a short detour into the histo-
riography of law in the region, as a way of presenting the basic issues,
characterizing the specific problems under scrutiny, and delimiting the con-
tours of scholarly convergence. In the final section, we attempt to identify
future avenues of progress.

From Historia del Derecho to the Social History of Law

The process of state consolidation initiated in the Latin American republics
after their independence from colonial powers was dependent, to a great
extent, on the successful implementation of an e√ective and universal legal
system. Although numerous laws outlived the period of colonial domina-
tion (for instance, the Siete Partidas, a thirteenth-century text, and the Re-
copilación de las Leyes de Indias, issued in 1680, were still invoked by courts
and judges well into the second half of the nineteenth century), there was
usually a conscious e√ort on the part of republican legislators to abandon or
at least to modify Spanish law in those aspects regarded as anachronistic,
barbarous, unjust, or arbitrary. Spanish law, as we know, was fragmented
into various jurisdictions (royal, ecclesiastical, customary, de gentes, natu-
ral), subject to various and contradictory interpretations, and laden with
the intolerable admission of privilege. Not only were Spanish laws not
rationally ordered (codified and subject to hierarchies), but they were also
resistant to the principle of universality. The importance attributed to
custom and the excessive discretion of judges created tremendous uncer-
tainty and heterogeneity. Naturally, this type of law was not conducive to
the experiment of modern nation-building. The new republics ascribed in
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principle to notions of popular sovereignty, equality under the law, and
representative government, notions that were inconsistent with the mosaic
of legislation inherited from Spain.≤

Postindependence legislators enacted an array of new laws, codes, and
constitutions, but they were generally easier to write than to enforce. Al-
though Spanish legal traditions continued to influence this e√ort, many
legislative pieces were (selectively) cloned from French, British, and other
European sources, which were usually considered the non plus ultra of
juridical science and progress. The prominence of lawyers among the cadres
of postindependence policy-makers is further evidence that legislation and
codification were considered fundamental to the successful consolidation of
the newly independent republics.≥ But success was not immediate. At first
‘‘codifiers’’ found strong resistance among the very political elites whose
values they shared. And the early constitutions fell rapidly, replaced by
new constitutions or abandoned as instruments of the rival political party.
Caudillo regimes continued to enact decrees, circulars, and other types of
regulations in a manner reminiscent of the colonial cédulas, ordenanzas, and
bandos de buen gobierno, and other similar legal statutes. But even these
regimes believed that the new societies and polities could be ordered only
under the supremacy of the law.∂ It was only after 1850, as constitutional
arrangements began to hold, that there was a new energy again to take up
the enterprise of enacting a legislative corpus valid for the whole nation. So,
legislators took upon themselves the task of compiling civil, commercial,
and penal codes.

By the late nineteenth century, relatively solid legal traditions already
existed in many Latin American cities, which materialized in lawyers’ guilds,
law schools, legal journals, and international exchanges. Lawyers sought
(and eventually achieved) state recognition and protection for their corpo-
rate privileges.∑ This process of professional consolidation led, almost natu-
rally, to the emergence of an interest in the history of law. The drafting of
new codes and constitutions required the collection of legal antecedents and
this engaged lawyers and jurists in a search for origins. In Argentina, in the
1850s and 1860s, the specialized publication El Judicial (which catered to
lawyers) began to collect and publish some rare pieces of colonial legisla-
tion. Estanislao Zeballos, one of the prominent members of the Generation
of 1880, founded the Revista de Derecho, Historia y Letras, responding to an
audience that shared an interest in all three disciplines. Courses in legal
history began to be taught regularly, and the first books and theses that
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traced the history of law in Latin American countries began to appear in the
1870s. By the turn of the century, publications on legal history were already
gathering momentum.∏ This type of scholarly/legal activity (writing the
history of law as a progressive sequence of codes and laws) had a strong
political component as well, inasmuch as many of these jurists and amateur
historians were also interested in developing solid legal institutions and
traditions as part of state e√orts to dispense with the anarchy and chaos
associated with caudillismo. Nevertheless, intermittent political instability,
as well as successive waves of enthusiasm and frustration with the applica-
tion of laws, made it necessary—in the eyes of legislators and jurists—to
revise codes and other pieces of legislation constantly. Profusion and confu-
sion were the inevitable result. One of the virtues of these early e√orts at
writing the historia del derecho was precisely their authors’ interest in
ordering the information, very much as contemporary historians did with
the political histories of their countries.

This approach to legal history continued well into the twentieth century.
At this time, most practitioners of history were interested in the study of
institutions (such as the church or the army), politics (understood as the
contention of forces around and through state institutions), and major
military episodes such as foreign wars. Within this historiographical con-
text, legal history occupied an important niche, even if university courses on
historia del derecho were generally taught in law-school classrooms and by
professional lawyers, not historians. The consolidation of this trend also
brought important fields of specialization. For example, the history of
penal law was developed by criminologists and penologists whose e√orts
achieved disciplinary maturity in the 1920s.π Also, the emergence of (o≈-
cial and uno≈cial) Indigenista currents in countries such as Peru and Mex-
ico in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s brought with it an interest in what was
sometimes called indigenous law—more properly, the history of state legis-
lation about Indians.∫ The e√ort of compilation and systematization was
almost always accompanied by proposals to enact specific reforms favoring
indigenous populations. The need for tutelary legislation that would puta-
tively protect the Indians as they were assimilated into the national state
was a major concern for Indigenistas.Ω

A parallel but somehow distinctive trend was developed since the early
1900s in both Spain and Spanish America: the history of derecho indiano,
that is, the body of legislation that governed the Spanish American colonies
until the early nineteenth century. Ricardo Levene (1885–1959) in Argen-
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tina and Rafael Altamira (1866–1951) in Spain are generally recognized as
founders of this field of study.∞≠ Historians took on the task of reviewing,
summarizing, and ordering the rather immense Spanish legislative e√ort in
the so-called Indies. Studies on economic, social, labor, racial, and religious
colonial legislation became abundant and constituted, especially up to the
1950s and 1960s, an important branch of the historiography of colonial
Spanish America. Levene and Altamira had a number of younger disciples
in both Spain and Hispanic America: José María Ots y Capdequí and
Alfonso García-Gallo in Spain, Ricardo Zorraquín Becú in Argentina, Ber-
nardino Bravo Lira in Chile, Silvio Zavala and Toribio Esquivel Obregón in
México, Guillermo Lohmann Villena in Perú. The historia del derecho
indiano became a genuine specialty within the historical profession—and
even today its practitioners continue to publish important monographs and
organize international conferences.∞∞ Historians of derecho indiano very
rarely moved beyond the institutional/juridical framework for studying the
history of Spanish law in colonial Spanish America, and very frequently
they adopted a sympathetic view of Spanish rule.

During the 1970s and early 1980s, a renewed interest in the study of law
and legal phenomena in the region flourished, especially among North
American historians. Some e√orts focused on key institutions of the state,
trying to understand the mechanisms used to ensure authority, legitimacy,
and political control. Stuart Schwartz analyzed the Brazilian colonial system
of high justice; Woodrow Borah studied the institution of the ‘‘Protector of
the Indians’’ in colonial Mexico; Thomas Flory analyzed the formation of
the judicial system in nineteenth-century Brazil; and Colin MacLachlan
reconstructed the history of the Tribunal de la Acordada, a sui generis penal
institution in late colonial Mexico.∞≤ These were not just traditional histo-
ries of judicial institutions, for they posed important questions—quite cen-
trally, about the relationship between state and society mediated by the law.
But in all these works, interest continued to center on legal and state institu-
tions; they were not attentive to the questions raised, for example, in the
work of British ‘‘new social historians’’ (the so-called Warwick school).
Thus, they did not focus on the problem of the law as a theater of power, nor
seek to discover in judicial records the voices and tactics of the powerless,
those until then abandoned to ‘‘the condescension of history.’’ The publica-
tion of Albion’s Fatal Tree in England and of Roll, Jordan, Roll in the United
States, which had started a minor revolution in the writing of history, had
little if any immediate repercussions in the Latin American field.∞≥
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Interest in investigating crime as a prism of society, as a treasure chest
holding clues about class formation and class conflict (as the British new
social historians believed) remained exceptional. Seminal works were not
followed up and consequently the ‘‘social history of crime’’ did not gather
momentum in Latin America. There were some exceptions, though, such as
William Taylor’s book on homicide and rebellion in colonial Mexico and
Paul Vanderwood’s study of banditry in nineteenth-century Mexico.∞∂ The
influence of E. P. Thompson and other ‘‘bottom-up historians’’ was felt
more powerfully in studies of slavery, peasant rebellions and, especially,
labor history. Very few historians ventured, however, into the study of law
and legal phenomena, for there was an overwhelming interest in more open
forms of conflict and social change such as rebellions, revolutions, workers’
strikes, and the like.∞∑ And when historians did pay attention to law—Steve
Stern’s study of Indian litigiousness in early colonial Andean Peru is a case
in point—they did so within the parameters of a clearly Marxist framework,
viewing law as a mask for colonial power and as an inhibitor of more
confrontational (and allegedly more e√ective) ways of contesting colonial
power.∞∏

About the same time, a less theoretically oriented trend developed among
quantitative urban and social historians. They began to study crime in urban
societies such as Buenos Aires, Mexico City, or San Juan, with their interest
focused on quantifying crimes, perpetrators, arrests, victims, and the like.
Following similar e√orts in Europe and North America (by historians such
as Eric Monkkonen, among others), they o√ered insights into issues such as
modernization, urbanization, and social change. But they were generally
limited in their ability to illuminate the complexities of crime in urban
societies, inasmuch as they very rarely moved beyond the legal definition of
crime and the use of statistics to identify trends in criminality and policing.
Once again, many of the important questions being raised by social histo-
rians such as Thompson or Hay were not of interest to these historians.∞π

True, they borrowed from British ‘‘new social historians’’ the insight that
crime and criminal records held the key to examining social conflict, but the
latter’s reflections on the role of the legal system within the process of class
formation were not put under scrutiny.

A more fruitful trend was the study of banditry. Here, the influence of
Eric Hobsbawm’s seminal work stimulated a short debate about the social
or political nature of Latin American banditry. A number of monographs
studied banditry in Brazil, Peru, Cuba, Mexico, and other countries, most
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of them concluding that the ‘‘social bandit’’ model was nonexistent or, at
least, very rare. Later, historians began to move beyond the often sterile di-
chotomy of social bandit versus common bandit, striving to connect ban-
ditry with other forms of rural struggle such as peasant rebellions, the devel-
opment of national politics, and a variety of forms of subaltern agency.∞∫

From the Social History of Crime to
Poststructuralist Legal Studies

Several theoretical and disciplinary trends that developed since the late
1970s and early 1980s have lately become important sources of renovation
within the historiography of law and legal phenomena in Latin America.
The social history of crime and criminal justice in Britain; the increasing
attention to Gramscian concepts such as hegemony, historical block, and
subaltern culture; the Foucauldian emphasis on power, knowledge, and the
body; the work of ‘‘subaltern studies’’ in India and elsewhere; develop-
ments in legal anthropology; and the growing and renewed interest in
cultural history—all began to influence work done on Latin American his-
tory in general and in the study of law in particular. The so-called conflict
theory of law, for instance, o√ered an important, though in some ways
reductionist, approach to the study of law. Historians such as E. P. Thomp-
son, Eugene Genovese, Peter Linebaugh, and Douglas Hay insisted on the
essentially conflictive nature of law, but they generally reduced it to an
expression of class conflict.∞Ω These scholars made an interesting and cre-
ative use of the Gramscian notion of hegemony,≤≠ relating it very closely to
the use of legal tactics to o√er dominated groups the fiction of a system of
rule of law through a very well calculated display of mercy and justice. One
of the virtues of this approach was its insistence on viewing the operation of
the law from below, thus taking into account the perceptions, initiatives,
and input of the lower groups not just in the operation, but even the
formulation of the law.

Another source of renovation came from the revitalized interest that
emerged around the mid-1970s in the operation of the criminal justice
system, which o√ered new angles from which to analyze the impact of law
and the state’s repressive apparatus on the common folk. A number of
European and North American historians revisited the history of institu-
tions of confinement and punishment, searching for clues to understand the
nature of past social relations and ideologies. Prisons, in particular, but also
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other forms of punishment such as public executions, received consider-
able attention. Authors such as David Rothman, Michael Ignatie√, Pieter
Spierenburg, Patricia O’Brien, David Garland, and Peter Linebaugh took
on the task of unpacking the several rationales behind the use, abuse, re-
form, or dismissal of certain forms of punishment.≤∞ Working with quite
di√erent theoretical frameworks these authors nonetheless shared the con-
viction that punishment is a socially constructed artifact, that is, the prod-
uct of a variety of social, political, cultural, and legal circumstances.≤≤ If this
is true, the study of punishment could illuminate a number of themes that
were of interest to historians: namely, the nature of the state, changes in
cultural sensibilities, forms and dimensions of class conflict, the formation
of labor markets, and the struggles around social and labor discipline,
among others.

Although Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish was translated into
Spanish almost immediately after its original publication in France, its im-
pact was, for a while, almost nonexistent among Latin American historians.
It was only in the 1990s that Foucault’s influence was felt more powerfully
and with a much broader scope than merely the history of punishment.
Several essays in the volume The Birth of the Penitentiary in Latin America,
for example, engaged some of the themes that Foucault developed: the
constructed nature of crime, the ways in which prisons ‘‘fabricated’’ de-
viance, the resonance of crime and punishment throughout society, the
capillary forms of power e√ected inside the prisons, and so forth. Critically
incorporating Foucault’s concepts and themes, Latin American historians
have certainly benefited from his agenda for deconstructing the social and
cultural logic behind the formation of modern societies.≤≥

Simultaneously, a vociferous revolution was taking place in European
and North American intellectual circles: the poststructuralist turn. Among
the topics debated was the disappearance of the modern and the emergence
of the postmodern (condition), the complexity of layers in which social
reality is embedded, the death of the author, the opacity and literacy of most
texts, the questioning of the written as the only sensorial ‘‘reality,’’ and the
importance of spectacle in modern life. This renovation brought forth a
problematization of the ‘‘texts’’ that historians were reading and a greater
interest among historians in the methods of anthropology and literary crit-
icism. The lack of a clear historical dimension in these discussions (despite
some valuable exceptions), however, delayed the adoption by historians of
these new conceptual and hermeneutic tools.≤∂ Especially among North
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American historians of Latin America, the impact of poststructuralist cur-
rents was quite limited and piecemeal.

Three components of this trend have had important consequences for
the study of law and related issues. First, there is a growing attention to
culture. Using new and old sources, and clearly influenced by the new
trends in literary criticism and cultural studies (the so-called New Histor-
icism, American studies, French ‘‘new’’ cultural history, and more recently,
cultural, postcolonial and subaltern studies), historians have begun to look
at culture as less a ‘‘derivation’’ or ‘‘manifestation’’ of structural factors and
more as a domain of generation of social action and concepts—a domain
that in itself is a locus of contestation and struggle and both illuminates and
problematizes other areas of social life. Whether a ‘‘new cultural history’’
has already come to fruition is subject to discussion.≤∑ Yet it is possible to
argue that today, in Latin American historiography, cultural history has not
only reached maturity and legitimacy, but has taken a sort of ‘‘imperialist’’
outlook, to use Eric Van Young’s term.≤∏

Second, there is a renewed interest in a much more contextualized politi-
cal history. Studies of the state, for instance, have taken a clear position in
viewing it less as a ‘‘structure’’ that exerts its impact on ‘‘civil society’’ than as
a field of force, an arena of contestation, in which not only powerful but
also marginal, subordinate, and previously neglected groups have a bear-
ing.≤π This contestation, we may add, appears as centrally mediated by the
law. Studies on ‘‘state formation’’ that focus on the making of a legal system
o√er fascinating angles from which to analyze the relationship between
state and society in historical perspective.≤∫ Recent work pays greater atten-
tion to the workings of the legal system and the formation (or reshaping)
of legal cultures among the lower groups. This is not the only possible
outcome of the fruitful confluence of political and legal history, though.
The formation of local clusters of power (in which economic, social, and
judicial power are intermixed), the legal ramifications of protracted conflict
between social groups, and the political resonance of legal rituals (such as
public executions, for instance), are all promising areas of research, as some
papers in this collection attest.

Third, there is an increasing dialogue between anthropology and history.
In the 1980s, anthropologists rediscovered the role of law in community
cohesion and conflict and came to view law as a battleground in which
di√erent groups and individuals competed against each other around issues
of power, control, prestige, and meaning.≤Ω New work focused on litigation
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and court procedures as central elements in the formation of legal cultures
and the definition of social boundaries. Forms of argumentation and court
appearances, for instance, became important areas of anthropological anal-
ysis.≥≠ Legal anthropologists have also long been interested in indigenous
customary legal orders and the interaction of Western and non-Western
legal systems. More recently, they have revisited the study of the relation-
ship between law and colonialism. In Africa, for instance, studies on the
making of ‘‘customary law’’ have emphasized its ‘‘invented’’ nature as a
means to assure the cooptation of colonial subjects. These studies have also
underlined the Janus-type nature of colonial law: while it brought new
forms of oppression and control, it also opened up new arenas of dispute—
not just between colonizers and colonized subjects, but within each of these
groups as well.≥∞

Recent interest in subaltern studies has also proved to be fruitful in
rethinking the history of law in Latin America.≥≤ Like previous, notably
Marxist, attempts at writing history from below, scholars belonging to this
perspective have sought to uncover the experience of the subordinate, but,
unlike such precedents, subaltern studies o√ers a much more conscious
critique of the strategies of representation advanced not only by members
of those elites, but also by the scholarly and political communities that
pretend to ‘‘speak for’’ the subaltern. Furthermore, practitioners associated
with subaltern studies also question the viability of ‘‘grand narratives’’ (in-
cluding Marxism, structuralism, and nationalism in its various forms) that
o√er comprehensive agendas for interpreting and acting upon social reality.
This recent perspective o√ers fruitful ways to rethink the relationship be-
tween law, domination, and power. First, the very insistence on finding
alternative, subaltern narratives about the social, encourages the search for
the voice of the weak in legal documents, procedures, and performances.≥≥

Prominent attention to issues of language, representation, and narrativity,
on the other hand, has made historians mindful of the importance that the
subtleties and nuances of discursive practices have for exploring conflict,
meaning, and power relations. Thus, interest in legal discourses (texts of
codes and treatises, the development of criminology, forms of argumenta-
tion, and others) is likely to produce fruitful results in the future. Finally,
the emphasis on the multidimensionality of processes of identity formation
and re-creation translates into the demand for a more attentive look at the
forms and content of legal disputes by di√erent sets of actors (slaves,
women, peasants, workers, Indians, and the like). An Indian subject, to
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give but one example, may want to appear as a poor and indigent member
of the ‘‘Indian race’’ at one moment, and as a member of the national
community who wants to assert his/her rights as citizen at another.

Thus, the historiography of Latin America began to experience interest-
ing changes in the 1980s. There has since been an outburst of historical
studies in a myriad of directions: culture and daily life, sexuality, violence,
gender issues, discourse and representation, family, and so forth. A few, im-
portant studies on prostitution, for example, raised the question of the rela-
tionship between the regulatory powers of the state, the medical profession,
and the construction of subaltern alterity. Foucault’s work on the history of
sexuality stimulated fruitful research, engaging historians of gender in ques-
tions of social discipline, the hygienic movement, and prostitution.≥∂ The
influence of the third wave of studies of the Annales school, concerned with
mentalités, culture, and daily life, was felt in the work of historians such as
Alberto Flores Galindo in Peru and Joao J. Reis in Brazil.≥∑ To a large extent,
the methodological renewal of our discipline has had to do with the grow-
ing interest in questions hitherto appropriate to anthropological research:
group identity, symbolic exchange, ritual practice, and spirituality. The in-
teraction between history and anthropology generated quite stimulating
studies dealing with issues such as indigenous memory and religion, work-
ers’ traditions and rituals, the deconstruction of dominant ideologies, and
the like.≥∏ Regrettably, the progress made in legal anthropology has had less
impact on historians of Latin America. The pioneering work of Laura Nader
has had relatively little di√usion among historians of the region.≥π Works
such as the recent books by Charles Cutter and Susan Kellogg have brought
back to the field of historiography some of the questions posed by Nader
and her colleagues.≥∫ Indigenous communities seem to prefer justice sys-
tems that privilege communal ‘‘harmony,’’ and this requires a great deal of
judicial discretion and a preference for damage compensation over punish-
ment. Was the colonial judiciary more benevolent and accommodating
toward indigenous demands and cultural preferences? This is but one of the
important questions raised in the recent scholarly work that has emerged in
the convergence between history and anthropology.

The Complexity and Multidimensionality of the Law

The historical study of law, crime, and punishment is currently undergoing
a substantial transformation. It has only been in the 1990s that a new and
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seemingly consistent interest in the history of law and legal phenomena in
Latin America has come to fruition. This volume is, in many respects, an
initial attempt to map both the achievement and the promise of this field.
Among the dimensions of this transformation the most important has been
the extension of the concept of ‘‘the law’’ into multiple directions. What
does this multidimensionality and complexity entail?

The law is a complex and often confusing arrangement of norms of
di√erent hierarchy and origin intended to order social interaction. It as-
sumes basic social agreements, and thus can be viewed as another type of
‘‘imagined community.’’ It is a powerful instrument of social control de-
signed to mold the bodies and souls of those subject to its rule. Its enforce-
ment mobilizes an important part of the state apparatus: the police, the
judiciary, the army, and an array of penal and welfare institutions. Further-
more, the law contributes ‘‘reasons’’ for state governance, serving perhaps
as the fundamental element conveying legitimacy to government. Hence,
the legal sphere is a ‘‘theater’’ or forum in which a pedagogic work takes
place in a continuous fashion—from here emanate normative messages
about illicit behavior, crime, and punishment. As an ideology, the law as-
sumes rhetorical forms of substantive impact on everyday discourse, for the
law constitutes the reference system to which people appeal in defense of
their rights—the law is not only ley but also derecho. As we can see, the law is
many things at the same time.

In addition to all this, the law is an arena of social contestation. It is a
terrain in which individuals and groups with di√erent interests, resources,
and quotas of power confront each other and try to ‘‘work the system’’
(Hobsbawm) to their own advantage. Naturally, there is always a previous
step: legal norms have to be written and enacted, and this is a process
(one that certainly deserves much more attention than it has received by
historians) in which elite and state interests are generally preponderant—
though by no means omnipotent. The operation of the law, not surpris-
ingly, has generally reflected the continuous power exercised by state o≈-
cials, members of the upper classes, and professional lawyers and jurists.
But to say this is just the beginning of any inquiry, for law has always
o√ered avenues for the subaltern to challenge, circumvent, manipulate, and
even profit from the law.≥Ω Certain areas of legal regulation are, of course,
more likely to o√er this avenue to the underprivileged. Litigation around
slave or family rights, for example, may o√er to contending parties more
room to maneuver and manipulate the law than penal legislation, where
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one of the contending sides is usually the state—represented by prose-
cutors—and where certain groups or individuals are much more vulnerable
to abuse by law-enforcing agents such as the police or the military. But even
here, as some of the articles in this collection show, there is usually latitude
for the subaltern to challenge the powerful or, at the very least, to attempt to
put limits to the exercise of command.

Our interest in the history of law, thus, goes well beyond merely inves-
tigating and establishing who won what and how often. Law and legal
phenomena o√er a unique window from which to explore not just the
execution (or violation) of legal precepts, but also the confrontation, ap-
propriation, reshaping, and dissemination of values, concepts, notions,
ideas, images, social tactics, and forms of argumentation whose study can
o√er valuable insights for our understanding of any given society.∂≠ The
concept of ‘‘legal cultures’’ may be used here to encapsulate all these com-
ponents of the population’s relationship with, and attitudes towards, the
law. We would like to emphasize the plural in the concept of ‘‘legal cul-
tures,’’ for there is usually more than one ‘‘distinctive manner’’ of ‘‘imagin-
ing the real’’—to use again Geertz’s phrase—at any point in time and space.

Furthermore, what an individual or group may think about the law is
subject to specific forms of appropriation and use, for a certain legal con-
sciousness is far from being essential or immutable. In other words, legal
attitudes (and thus, legal actions, arguments, and practices) are changing
and malleable: the individual that violates the legal prohibition to drink and
drive might ferociously argue about the strict application of the law when
his or her rights are being abused. Law thus becomes not just a contested
terrain, but also a terrain in which the forms and nature of contestation are
subject to change and negotiation, and in which the actors’ own perception
about rights, justice, and legality may vary accordingly.∂∞

The Law in Latin America: Rule, Unrule, or Misrule?

According to standard interpretations, Latin American countries—with
only a few partial exceptions—have not been able to establish solid, ef-
fective, and universal legal systems. Political turmoil, economic shortages,
and authoritarian cultures, this line of reasoning contends, have historically
combined to thwart the establishment of cohesive and reliable legal frame-
works. According to political scientist Guillermo O’Donnell, a system of
‘‘rule of law’’ can be defined as a system in which (at the very minimum)
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‘‘law is fairly applied by the relevant state institutions, including, but not
exclusively, the judiciary.’’∂≤ Such a system, according to this view, has never
existed in most countries of the region, and it does not exist even today,
when formal democracies have been established and constitutional rule has
become the norm. This position maintains that law has usually been, and to
a large extent still is, arbitrary, and its e√ects have customarily been used to
consolidate privileges, informal modes of appropriation, power, and au-
thority, and a variety of kindred illegalities. In this scenario, legal rights have
been quite di≈cult to assert, and resistance against arbitrariness (generated
by either private or state sources) has been di≈cult to carry out.

If anything, this perspective maintains, the law in Latin America has
been the source of much more injustice than fairness, has been more often
manipulated than revered, and has created—in some countries more than
others—a scenario of legal fiction that conceals the injustices of the país real.
Such a situation, furthermore, has a√ected not just interactions among
individuals, but the relationship between them and the state, and has ul-
timately served as one of the bases for the weakness of the whole constitu-
tional order. The lack of democratic traditions in the region would be very
closely linked to this disregarding of the law and its application. As Jeremy
Adelman and Miguel Angel Centeno have argued, ‘‘the rule of law, to the
extent that it exists in Latin America, still faces its foundational challenge:
its inability to bear equally upon the rulers and the ruled.’’∂≥

This depiction needs to be elaborated, for it fails to discuss the social
bases that have nurtured over the centuries a system of unfairness that,
paradoxically, may be the only stable feature amidst a rather unstable social
milieu. But, in addition, it insists on testing the Latin American cases
against a certain ideal type of situation (total equality before the law) that
has never existed and probably never will. Instead of an impossible system
of rule of law we would prefer to refer to regimes that achieve (or do not
achieve) the hegemony of the law, that is to say, a political or institutional
regime in which a substantial portion of the litigants and people under legal
processes understand and abide by the procedures and institutions de-
signed by lawmakers and judges. In a more strict sense, we could add a
second condition, that people valorize the legal order as a component of
their social and civic identity and exercise of rights. Under this definition,
the power of the laws to define the social order and people’s positions with
respect to it prevails over other formal, institutional criteria.

We would suggest that the arbitrary nature of the legal systems in Latin
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America has contributed to (and has been shaped by) a type of legal culture
that attributes to law more elasticity than it is supposed to have. In this
regard, one cannot fail to see some continuity with the colonial justice
system. An excessive amount of judicial discretion and an amazing com-
plexity in the legal order facilitates the negotiation of power relations and
patronage in the sphere of justice. Moreover, if we are to believe recent
scholarly work on the subject, this system enjoyed a great deal of legitimacy
among the less privileged, the Indian pueblos, mestizos, and lower classes.
We are not suggesting that arbitrariness always helped the underprivileged;
quite the contrary. We are simply arguing that by virtue of its very arbitrari-
ness (which includes a good dose of corruption), the legal system in Latin
America has generally created a greater sense of optimism regarding the
eventual outcome of legal procedures than the poor and underprivileged
had reason to expect, given the actual record of the tribunals’ and courts’
allocation of sentences. Future research on the formation and development
of legal cultures in the region will bring us closer to understanding this
process.∂∂

Our proposal to study law in its multiple dimensions and to view it as a
contested terrain, then, becomes all the more critical in the Latin American
context, for this contestation takes place in a highly malleable arena, one in
which the rules of the game are themselves subject to negotiation, dispute,
manipulation, and corruption. This does not turn the situation into a more
democratic kind of confrontation, but it does transform it into a contest in
which other (informal, illegal, subjective, monetary) means become more
central than would have been the case if a system of rule of law were solidly
entrenched. In addition, the kind of scenario we have described is much
more likely to occur in remote, provincial, and rural areas. Here, as many
scholars have observed, the designs of central state authority are even more
di≈cult to enforce. By and large, justices of the peace and other local judi-
cial authorities have been less powerful and (at the very least, in the percep-
tion of the litigant) more permeable than their counterparts in the major
cities.∂∑

The enforcement of laws and the hegemony of the legal systems (as
di√erent from the rule of law) has historically varied according to political
regime. Some regimes have been more keen than others in disseminating a
pedagogy about the law. And some regimes, more than others, have al-
lowed the judiciary to establish its own rules, procedures, and traditions.
Hence, subaltern subjects have faced over the course of Latin American
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history a variety of systems of justice, predicaments about the law, and
di√erent degrees of duress in law enforcement. Equally important, law
enforcement has been quite directly related to the centralization or decen-
tralization of governmental authority. Over time, the degree of arbitrariness
of the judicial system varied considerably: di√erent regimes of governance
(caudillismo, elitist liberal constitutionalism, oligarchic liberal regimes,
populisms) influenced the procedures and forms of the justice system in
ways that historians still need to determine. This degree of arbitrariness and
discretion was augmented, rather than diminished, with the consolidation
of modern states guided by positivist, medico-legal technologies of social
discipline. At this point, only further research can help identify these dif-
ferent situations and trace out the broader trends in the evolution of justice.

Have Latin American countries, then, become disciplinary societies? Yes
and no. The formation of a disciplinary society, with its institutional net-
work of prisons, hospitals, asylums, and schools, has achieved in Latin
America a notable development. And, judging from the increase in prison
populations, there has been a trend toward a greater exposure to this kind
of coercive modernity. Yet, at the same time, the region’s long experience
with republican regimes of government (operating at less than full throttle,
if you will) has exposed many in the population to the forces of the state,
with its legal arguments and its extralegal mechanisms of persuasion. The
legal terrain (as an arena of contestation) has expanded and contracted
throughout history, providing a learning experience to subalterns about the
contrasts between the promises of legal modernity and the realities of a
society divided along class, gender, and ethnic lines. The Habermasian
sphere of rights coexists with the Foucauldian disciplinary machinery, pro-
ducing interactions and subjectivities that are complex, ambivalent, and
changing, and that historians are only now beginning to understand.

Toward a New Social and Cultural History of the Law

The study of law and legal phenomena in Latin America is therefore reach-
ing an exciting moment. Numerous publications, panels, and conferences,
testify to the field’s vigorous development. We tried both to subject to scru-
tiny and to explore the potential of this new wave of scholarly interest at an
international conference organized at Yale University in April 1997. Thirty
scholars, mostly historians, gathered for three days to discuss twenty-three
papers, a selection of which is included in this volume. The discussions that
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took place during the conference greatly enriched each of the contributions,
which were afterward revised by the authors. The resulting products are
o√ered here, organized around three major themes.

The first section, ‘‘Legal Mediations: State, Society, and the Conflictive
Nature of Law and Justice,’’ includes four essays that explore law as both a
mediator of social conflict and an essential agent of state building. The
operation of the legal system appears here as a dynamic, malleable, and
conflictive scenario, in which competing forces—the state, elites, interest
groups, subalterns—strive to advance their own agendas. Focusing on In-
dians in eighteenth-century Cuzco contesting state intrusion into local af-
fairs (Walker), cane workers negotiating rights with the Brazilian Estado
Novo (González), women in nineteenth-century Caracas facing new state
regulations on family and gender rights (Díaz), or farmers disputing rural
power in early twentieth-century Buenos Aires province (Palacio), these
articles illuminate crucial aspects of the political, cultural, and social history
of their regions by looking at the ways in which various actors relate to each
other through the legal system. These essays demonstrate the richness and
usefulness of legal sources, the attention due to litigation as an important
component of the political strategies of quite diverse social actors, and the
importance of analyzing the spheres of power surrounding each and every
legal battle.

The second section, ‘‘The Social and Cultural Construction of Crime,’’
brings together essays that attempt to deconstruct the social and cultural
(as opposed to the strictly legal or juridical) nature of crime. Firmly rooted
in the most innovative developments in cultural history, these essays ex-
plore the intersections, exchanges, resonances, and mutual borrowings oc-
curring between di√erent forms of discourse in order to produce social
phenomena that came to be considered as criminal. The essentially multi-
faceted nature of crime, the conflictive views that shape and are shaped by
it, and the creative ways in which those views are both reproduced and
challenged, are clearly demonstrated in the essays in this section. Pablo
Piccato uses the character of the ratero in order to explore competing
views about the lower classes in early-twentieth-century Mexico City; Dain
Borges tracks the di√ering images of religious healing in legal, medical, and
literary documents in turn-of-the-century Brazil; Cristina Rivera-Garza
uses the case of prostitutes in Mexico City to explore state and medical
treatment of the body and social hygiene in late-nineteenth-century Mexico
City; and Kristin Ruggiero examines how ‘‘passion’’ was played out in the
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arguments put before criminal courts in turn-of-the-century Buenos Aires.
Together, and clearly departing from previous approaches to the study of
crime, these essays advance our understanding of the cultural ramifications
of social phenomena that, far from being just a legal event, are clearly
immersed in complex webs of meaning and both create and irradiate sym-
bols, images, and other cultural forms.

The essays in the third and final section, ‘‘Contested Meanings of Pun-
ishment,’’ o√er valuable insights into the workings of criminal justice sys-
tems, in an e√ort to uncover the cultural, political, and social implications
of a variety of forms of punishment. As David Garland, among others, has
suggested, punishment is a sort of artifact that needs to be analyzed in its
multiple meanings and roles. In accordance with such a conceptual frame-
work, these essays provide us with new angles from which to understand
the nature, role, representation, and e√ects of di√erent forms of punish-
ment. Once again, far from considering punishment as merely a legal phe-
nomenon, or as the inevitable result of the appetite for social control among
social and political elites, these essays adopt a much more contextualized
perspective that helps us situate punishment within its social, political, and
cultural coordinates. Carlos Aguirre and Lila Caimari attempt to recover
the voices and views of prisoners about incarceration and freedom, respec-
tively—a perspective usually absent in standard histories of imprisonment.
Donna Guy o√ers a detailed analysis of the rationales behind correctional
institutions for minors in Buenos Aires; Diana Paton explores the social
and political ingredients of punishment in post-emancipation Jamaica; and
Ricardo Salvatore sees the death penalty as a pedagogical tool used by the
Argentine state in order to instill an array of social and cultural values
among the population.

The concluding remarks by prominent social historian Douglas Hay
o√er a valuable appraisal of this set of essays from a widely comparative
perspective. Hay’s comments raise a number of interesting issues, suggest
avenues for further research, and highlight the specificities of the Latin
American cases and the commonalities they share with those of other re-
gions of the world.

An Agenda for Further Research

The coming to fruition of a new approach to the study of law and legal
phenomena in the Latin American context opens up a number of avenues
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for future research that promise to enrich a variety of ongoing multidisci-
plinary debates.

With good reason, Douglas Hay notes in his commentary the lack of
attention devoted by Latin American legal historians to the question of
‘‘popular justice.’’ The construction of a moral order centered on custom,
the appropriation and adaptation of state law by popular or subaltern
agents, and the understandings derived from a protracted contact with legal
authorities appear to have escaped historiographical inquiry, reflection, and
debate. This is not only because, as Hay puts it, Latin America belongs to
the other side of the great divide separating common law and statutory law
traditions. The question of popular legal culture (or cultures), we believe,
should be central to the analysis of the social history of law in Latin Amer-
ica. Unfortunately, very few authors have directed their inquiries in this
direction. There is some recent work on the ways indigenous peoples used
the colonial legal system, but these have remained tied to old discussions
regarding the benevolence or wretchedness of Spanish colonialism.

The transition from colony to independence presents us with an interest-
ing dilemma to resolve. The new patriot leadership built a new layer of laws
(derecho patrio) on top of a legal edifice they did not bother to tear down, the
derecho indiano. This created ambiguity, uncertainty, and a great deal of
judicial discretionary powers. How did subaltern subjects experience this
transition? Did they claim ‘‘rights’’ contemplated in the old legislation? Did
they oppose new decrees, ordinances, and laws based upon a knowledge
and understanding of colonial laws? How did the abolition of ‘‘privilege’’
and the decline in the military and ecclesiastical fueros a√ect the chances of
subaltern subjects to attain justice? Did the distance between ‘‘the popular’’
and ‘‘the legal’’ widen with the consolidation of nation-states? Before we
generalize imprudently about how backward and ‘‘illegal’’ popular under-
standings about justice in the region were, we need to sift through tons of
archival materials to really begin to understand the relation between state
and popular legal cultures. Perhaps the overlapping of colonial and postin-
dependence legislation opened up new opportunities for subaltern subjects.
Perhaps the contrary was true, as judges acquired increased discretionary
powers that ultimately denied rights previously granted to subalterns.

That our collection deals more with state legal culture than with popular
understandings of the law and its uses cannot be denied. But there is a
reason for this. Our comprehension of the procedures, arguments, and
understandings used by the judicial system is still terribly inadequate. We
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have only begun to pose rather basic questions about the formation of this
judicial system: for example, its prerequisites and antecedents, the educa-
tion of lawyers, the tensions between reformers and traditionalists, the role
lawyers and judges played in the consolidation of centralized nation-states,
and so forth.∂∏ The importance of the positivist revolution in the legal
system (not only in the criminal and penal systems) still needs to be ad-
dressed. Before we begin to pose questions about the legal culture of popu-
lar or subaltern agents, it is worthwhile to examine what happened to
statutory law, how judges interpreted it, and how major processes in Latin
American history (e.g., the postindependence fragmentation of political
sovereignty, the substitution of cabildos by justices of the peace, the loss of
autonomy of appellate courts, the struggle for constitutional supremacy,
and the dramatic centralization of state authority at the end of the nine-
teenth century) a√ected the dynamic relationship between law and society.

Furthermore, we need to separate the activities, tactics, and understand-
ings of subjects seeking justice from the intricacies of the justice system, the
discretionary powers of its authorities, and the regularity with which they
impose the burden of the law on the powerless and not on the powerful.
Both sides of the question need to be addressed separately, even though
elite and popular agents interacted. In other words, our understanding of
legal cultures has to be connected to and understood in relation to popular
agents’ interaction with the state in general and with the judicial system in
particular. In this regard, a crucial question relates to the pedagogic work of
the law. To what extent has law been a predicament, stubbornly beaten
upon the heads of the subaltern? Did lawyers’ guilds, newspapers, union
publications, or other civil associations disseminate legal concepts among
the population? Have our courts served as theaters of authority in which the
powerful could teach the powerless lessons about the necessity of legal/
moral conduct? How much did popular agents know about the parts of a
legal (criminal or civil) legal process? The reception, understanding, dis-
semination, and refashioning of legal concepts in popular culture is a pend-
ing task for Latin American legal historians.

Another problem that needs to be addressed refers to the decline over
the postindependence period of corporate fueros. The consolidation of a
secular, centralized state authority was predicated upon the dismantling of
these corporate privileges, more in tune with the colonial sociedad estamen-
tal. What was the e√ect of this crucial reform in the legal system and pro-
cedures of the independent nations of Latin America? How did the legal
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know-how from ecclesiastical, military, and mercantile courts influence the
formation of the modern civil and criminal courts?∂π If the period of civil
wars was dominated by military politics and strategies, was it also true that
military law dominated the procedure and logic of the justice system? If
not, how could judicial authorities attain the degree of independence and
autonomy needed to enforce important statutes and regulations, against
the interest of military authorities? Those who find in present-day Latin
America that an independent judiciary still remains an elusive goal have
reasons to doubt that such an entity existed in the past. But it is reasonable
to hypothesize that in the postindependence period the judiciary gradually
acquired a certain autonomy from the three major corporations of the
colonial period (the church, the military, and the merchants’ guilds).

We should also recall that the actual operation of a given legal system is
never circumscribed to a straightforward execution of the legal norm, nor is
it limited to the face-to-face encounter of litigants, judges, and lawyers. In
the first case, it is important to analyze the myriad ways in which the written
law is interpreted, argued, and used, as well as the rhetorical and even
theatrical tactics used by the many actors involved. Here, we need to learn
more from legal anthropologists who have long realized the importance of
looking at courts as ‘‘performances.’’ Although a shortage of sources may
hinder the historian’s e√orts to deconstruct these strategies, a more creative
and subtle reading of archival records may yield interesting observations. In
the second case, we need to look at what Gil Joseph called ‘‘legal lubrica-
tors,’’ that is, the assortment of legal ‘‘experts’’ (informal attorneys—called
tinterillos in some countries—community leaders, local power brokers, le-
gal clerks, and the like) that have played (and certainly continue to play) a
central role in facilitating the access of important sectors of the population
to the legal system.∂∫ A closer look at these mediating agents will certainly
sharpen our understanding of how national legal systems were constructed
and how e√ectively they were implemented throughout Latin America,
how di√erent sets of actors (urban lower groups or rural peasants, for
instance) got in contact with codes, judges, and tribunals, and how certain
aspects of a given legal culture were disseminated.

This connects with the question of accessibility to the courts of law by
poor people, which Hay raises in his commentary. In the context of Latin
American history, getting at this problem means investigating the di≈-
culties that legal language presented to subalterns and the possible appro-
priation and use they made of it.∂Ω We must pay special attention to the
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practical results that ensued from the employment of a private representa-
tive and compare them to the results that were attained by people resorting
to the Defender de Pobres (defendant of the poor). The rationality of the
judicial tactics of subalterns (or the absence of same) depends on the an-
swer we give to this question. Whether ‘‘justice’’ was or became more
accessible is related to the actual interventions and results produced by
these state legal agents and by the counsel and encouragement provided by
tinterillos to people willing to litigate. Another aspect of this question re-
lates to the ability of subaltern witnesses to present testimony to the courts.
This crucial issue has not been su≈ciently investigated. Were women, peo-
ple of African origins, slaves, children, or the insane denied the right to
present evidence or to give testimony? Did independence and, more gener-
ally, the formation of a national state produce major changes in the rights of
witnesses?

An issue deserving special attention is the particular situation of women
with regard to the law in the di√erent countries of the region, and its
evolution over time. Certainly, the enactment of civil codes in the second
half of the nineteenth century put women in a situation of strict legal
subordination vis-à-vis men. While married, they ceased to be treated as
‘‘capable persons’’ and acquired a legal condition similar to that of children.
The same could be said with regard to the criminal codes that were enacted
near the end of the nineteenth century. These statutes made women ex-
plicitly ‘‘irresponsible’’ for many crimes, because of their ‘‘naturally emo-
tional’’ personality structure. But what happened in the interregnum? What
was the legal condition of women during the late colonial and early national
periods? How did early postcolonial constitutions deal with the question of
women? Were they denied legal ‘‘personhood’’ and legal representation?
Did women succeed after independence—as Arlene Díaz suggests—in ex-
ploiting the loopholes of disordered legislation to argue for their own
economic and social rights within the institution of marriage? Did inheri-
tance laws stemming from the Hispanic legal tradition make it easier for
women to acquire and administer property than in countries of the Com-
mon Law tradition?∑≠ This period of transition (1810–1860)—before the
advance of codification, positivist criminology, the social hygiene move-
ment, the consolidation of national states, and the project of ‘‘progress’’—
seems to be crucial for understanding the encounter between women and
state law and, therefore, should be made a priority in our research agenda.

Another important question relates to the relationship between law and
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ideology in the nineteenth century. New scholarship, in this collection and
elsewhere, a≈rms the centrality of medical discourse and power in the re-
making of legal and state practices in Latin America starting in the 1880s.∑∞

Medico-legal concepts seem to have had an earlier and more lasting impact
on the societies and culture of Latin America than on those of Europe and
the United States. Why was this so? Why did liberalism and classic penol-
ogy fail to dominate legal structures and state practices? Why was the doc-
trine of ‘‘social defense’’ able to displace notions of individual responsibility,
free will, and the contractual nature of human behavior? Much work of a
comparative nature needs to be done to ‘‘place’’ Latin America within con-
temporary trends in legal thought and ideology. We can no longer take a
few essays on moral or legal theory and use them to examine the replication
and adaptation of liberalism to postindependence Latin America. For the
changes in legal cultures that marked the transition between derecho indi-
ano and derecho patrio were of gargantuan proportions. In between, there
were isolated performances, reforms that did not congeal, untenable consti-
tutions, and a multiplicity of laws and decrees that bore the marks of liberal-
ism. But liberalism was merely an intermezzo—a brief transition between
colonial notions of justice and a justice organized around the principle of
social defense. The legal arena provides another enticing opportunity to
revisit the failure of liberalism as a viable organization of society-state
relations.

The study of forms of representation of criminals and their impact on
both the formulation of codes and the prosecution of suspects, to mention
but one possible course, ought to become a central component in the future
development of legal studies in Latin America. The study of images of crime
and criminals as presented in literature, media reporting, scientific treatises,
testimonies, poems and popular ballads, and other forms of representation
will allow us to explore the (sometimes subtle, sometimes quite evident)
links between them and specifically legal phenomena.∑≤ Instances of ‘‘moral
panic’’ are another possible avenue to explore the connections between law
and popular culture. In such cases, a combination of real events, rumors,
media manipulation, and public paranoia, generally in the midst of an
otherwise critical situation, may generate sti√ state repression as well as
popular support of it—which may in turn a√ect the relationship between
the law and those groups a√ected by the cleanup campaign, generally in the
form of criminalization of certain conducts and practices.∑≥

Finally, there is the matter of the penal institutions and their impact on
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the captive populations. Prisons, reformatories, penal colonies and other
such institutions continued the work of law in both a legal and illegal
manner. They were the territory of extralegal coercion, unobserved internal
bylaws, punishments not prescribed in the judicial sentence, and ‘‘custom-
ary orders’’ built by inmates, guards, and authorities alike. How did this
system of practices relate to the hegemonic discourse about the law (equal-
ity and justice)? These institutions operated under principles of obedience
to rules and classification; hence, the premium was on di√erence, not equal-
ity. Implicit in the idea of rehabilitation were notions of ‘‘fall,’’ ‘‘disease,’’ and
‘‘vice.’’ How did these institutions combine ancient (religious) and modern
(medical) discourses and put them at the service of perverse systems of
sociability? These institutions constituted the other face of the law, a sphere
where the subaltern subject had almost no possibility of contestation.
How and to what extent were these institutions colonized by medico-legal
power? Was this process irreversible?

As we can see, there is plenty to do in this attempt to refashion one of the
oldest traditions in the historiography of Latin America. This volume,
needless to say, does not represent the culmination of this e√ort, but only a
small contribution to its flourishing. We are confident that the reader will
find in the pages that follow a confirmation of the potential that this en-
deavor has for rewriting the social and cultural history of Latin America.
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